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Art AUema, business education instructor, enjoys the educational possibilities the new center provides.
Sally Jongsma
When classes began this fall, students
were not the only ones in the halls of Dordt's
new Computer Learning Center, One worker
was still gluing baseboards to the walls while
another finished mounting the plexiglass win.
dows that will allow sunlight from the skylights
to reach a basement classroom. The few un-
finished details oniy added to the sense of ex-
citement that accompanies moving into a new
facility.
The new center is an economical yet prac-
tical and attractive addition to the south side of
the classroom building. Within its 8400square
feet are two floors containing five computer
labs, two classrooms, three faculty offices, and
spacious sky lit hallways. An adjoining
















labs for Dordt's many
computers. Funds for
the addition have
Now that classes ere In already been raised
session, these computer through the Heritage
labs are rarely uninhabited. 21 Campaign. New
computers have been purchased primarily with
a federal Title III grant with some assistance
from the Dordt Development Foundation.
According to coordinator of computer
services, Willis Alberda, the addition allows
Dordt to make its computers more available to
students than computers areat many other col-
leges.The newwing can be closed off from the
rest of the classroom buildinq andwith the help
of monitors can stay open as long as is
necessary.
This flexibility is partly due to the fact that in-
stead of using a main frame computer system,
Dordt has opted for purchasing a variety of
microcomputers. With today's rapidly advanc-
ing technology, there are few functions a
microcomputer cannot perform. In addition to
being less costly than the larger system, a
microcomputer system has severaladvantages.
A main frame system which serves the entire
campus requires greater security precautions
against illegal access to files and pirating
within the system. A system of supermicrocom-
puters allows different areas of the college to
be independent of each other and have
physically separate systems.
In classroom situations where students are
working with applications which might
overload a multi-user system, a Local Area Net-
working (LAN) of microcomputers allows each
user to load a: particular application program
and then work independently of others.
The use of networked multi-user systems,
networked microcomputers, and standalone
microcomputers also gives students more ex-
posure to automated office systems and to the
latest in computer and telecommunications
equiprnent.:
There are currently over 80 work stations in
the learning center, Two small labs contain net.
worked Altos computers used mainly by com-
puter science classes. Another lab is filled with
Apple lie's to be used primarily for word pro-
cessing and a variety of programs used by
classes in other departments. An art instructor
is experimenting with a programwhich designs
colored patterns for a design ciass and the
music department is using a program that will
teach ear training. .
Downstairs, a Local Area Network of 28 IBM
PCand Leading Edgecomputers fill a business
education classroomnan, Next door is a
classroom with an assortment of other
business machines and computers.
In some ways the secretarial science and
business education proqrarns will benefit the
most from the new addition since they were the
most cramped for space. Last year Art Attema,
instructor in business education, had to stag-
ger assignments to give people the time they
needed to work on the various machines. The
new facility "gives us about the best one
around," says Altema. Having enough com.
puters fOJ all students to use during classtime
is, in his opinion, a much more effective way of
teaching than giving instructions and having
students muddle through assignments with no
one nearby.The new facilities also expandwhat
he can teach his students.
But secretarial science and business educa-
tion will not be the only programs to benefit
from the new center. For some time now pro-
fessors in other courses havebeen using com-
puter software to supplement their classroom
teaching. The new labs allow other classes oc-
casional use of a large number of computers at
one time.
The technology at our fingertips is intriguing.
In the midst of the excitement, however, there
is a firm and continual commitment to beaware
of the direction and implication's of these pro-
grams. Technology must be used for service,
not for self-promotion or selfish gain, says
Alberda. As dedicated faculty, members of the
computer science and engineering depart-
ments intend to keep that concern in the
forefront through monthly meetings and
discussions on their curricular and profes-
sional responsibilities.
Another important development for the department is
the addition of an Information Systems Analyst and Pro-
gram Developer. Jim Bas, a 1985 graduate of Dordt's com-
puter science program, will help the department become
much more self-sufficient. Instead of calling in experts
from a servicing company Jocated 55 miles away, the
department now has the capability to do regular
maintenance of all computers on campus, do some
troubleshooting, and develop new software programs for
administrative offices and academic departments.
students retreat to Okoboji
Angela Struyk
Grabbing sleeping bags, piliows, change of scenery for many
Bibles and changes of clothing, students and faculty members.
dozens of Dordt students left The retreat leader was Reverend
behind books and stuffy dorm Dale Cooper, chaplain at Calvin
rooms to camp for the weekend at College in Grand Rapids. He chose
Lake Okoboji. The annual Dordt - the theme "Free to Be..." and led
retreat was held September 6 and 7 sessions entitled "Free to
and was received as a welcomed Remember-With Thanks," "Free
--"""!'"-----.,
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Dean of Students Marion Van Soelen led the college community In a convocation litany.
Convocation 1985-Dordt College:
A Community of Office-Bearers
In his annual convocation ad-
dress to the the college, Dr. J.B.
Hulst spoke to students, faculty,
and staff, on the topic "Oordt
College: A Community of Office
Bearers." Following is an ab-
breviated version of his remarks.
When I refer to Dordt Coliege asa community of office-bearers,
there are two thingS- thlJ.\ 1'lIIIant to
emphasize. First, all of us on this
campus are in office, all of us are
ohice-bearers. Second, as in-
dividuals, we must carry out the re-
quirements of our office as
members of this Christian
academic comrnunlty,
When God made man, He placed
man in office, a position of service
to God, in which man was to ad-
minister God's love and care to His
creation. He made a covenant with
man promising that if he fulfilied
his office, be would be blessed and
live. Wtie did not tufili his office, he
would suffer shame and die.
When Adam fell into sin he
broke that covenant with God. He
did not lose the image of God, but
he feli from his office and became
a servant of sin. It is only through
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Jesus Christ that we can once
again be restored to our office of
serving God and His creation. By
fulfilling His office as mediator
and representative, Christ restored
our office so that we can serve God
as obedient believers working in
many areas of creation-also in
education.
Within our educational' com-
munity there are many different of-
fices to which God calis us:
society members, board members,
faculty, students, administrators,
staff. Each task has its own sphere
of God-given authority necessary
to perform it. The spirit which must
characterize each office, however,
is one of service to Christ and to
those around us.
As members of a Christian
academic community we must
therefore respect one another, sup-
port and encourage one another,
sometimes reprove one another,
and together we must receive nur-
ture from God's Word.
Working together at our God-
given task with the God-given
promise that He wili bless us if we
serve Him gives confidence that ali
the rest wili be added to us.
God bless you my feliow office-
bearers!
to Hope-Eagerly," and "Free to
Listen-Quietly." During the ses-
sions, retreaters received guide
questions to foliow which they
later discussed in smali group
studies.
In the first session Cooper
focused on remembering the past
with joy, and not feeling regrets
about it. He also discussed adding
joy to normal everyday activities,
and finding new ways·to celebrate
birthdays and other events. The
second session stressed hope for
the future. Cooper spoke of learn-
ing to cope with situations where
someone has been hurt. He gave
the example of his mother who had
polio for 40 years and yet had
always been joyful while she suf-
fered. Listening quietly to God
speaking in the present was the
emphasis of the third session.
Cooper chalienged the listeners to
take time out to meditate and
listen to the Lord speak.
Ninety degree temperatures made
sWimming a favorite pasttime at this
year's retreat.
Students got to know each other
well during game time, when ali
the retreaters congregated on the·
football-field-sized game area.
One-legged footbali, relays, tag,
wink-um and other games worked
everyone into a comfortable sweat,
later washed off by a quick dip in
Lake Okoboji.
The retreat ended with its tradi-
tional kangaroo court where dif-
ferent contests and games were
held. A banana eating contest
ended with a whip cream fight be-
tween Dean Marion Van Soelen
and several students. One game in-
votvectwo boys applying lipstick
to their girlfriend's faces while
holding the lipstick in their
mouths. After a few more games
and dips in the lake, retreaters ate
dinner, had closing devotions, and
headed back to the college.
Students gathered In small discussion groups after each of the lectures.
DORDT COLLEGE
Invites applications and nominations for
the position of
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INFORMATION
The director will play a key role in developing and supervising a
dynamic communications program to support the mission and pro-
grams of the college.
Responsibilities include publication of special purpose newsletters,
articles and features for the media and church-related publications,
news releases, brochures and other promotional materials.
Excellent writing skills, administrative ability and interpersonal com-
petencies required. Knowledge of photography and layout desirable.
Qualified individuals who are committed to a biblical, Reformed
theology and educational philosophy are invited to send a personal
resume and references to:
My. Lyle A. Grillers, Vice President for Development, Dordt
College, 498 4th Ave. NE, Sioux Center, fA 51250
-.::. --
Schaap balances teaching and writing_
Englishprofessor receives Iowa Arts Council award for his fiction
Theday the Nazis fled a great lid was lifted from the entire city, and
the people went lustily and iovtuttv mad. Tina forgot her hunger com-
pletely, forgot it was her iob to get food somehow for herself and her
mother. Alone, she walked down the familiar streets, her head up in
the deep breath of new freedom all around her, watching the pageant
the way a stranger might have. Happiness had hid itself in whispers
for so long that when it finally came out it cfamored down boulevards
and alleys, loud with praise for the day of liberation at last.
,
fall. I wrote a novel that summer-and it was horrible!" But the ex·
perience was certainly not wasted. Getting up every day to write, dream-
ing about characters, and feeling the plot were crucial steps in learning
to write weil. "That novel is still stashed away somewhere," said Schaap.
"It'll never see the light of day, but it will never be thrown away either."
Writing a novel taught him something else too: plotting is the most dif·
ficult part of writing a good story. Coming back to. Northwest Iowa and
living among people with similar cultural roots inspired him to use a new
approach in his writing. He began to read books and stories about Dutch
Calvinist people, picking up little stories or ideas for stories and then
shaping them into his own story. His book, Sign of a Promise, was the
result of that period of writing. In the process, he says, he began to sense
what made a good story and what didn't.
By 1979,Schaap was ready to make a transition to more contemporary
fiction. He also decided to go back to graduate school to begin work on
his Ph.D.Two years at the University of Wisconsin and acceptance to the
Breadloaf Writers Conference in 1980were important years in his literary
career. During those years he wrote the novel Home Free, soon to be
published by Crossway books. There he also had contact with and crt-
tique from established writers who encouraged him to'contlnue writing.
Coming back to Dordt in 1981was at first difficult. Ihspired and irnpa-
tient to write, it took a speech at a conference in which the lecturer
berated writers who don't take their teaching seriously to pull things
back Into perspective.
Nevertheless, Schaap could not relax. ldeas continued to come, but
time would not allow them to take proper shape. A writer friend cornrnen-
ting on some of his work said, "I like it but it's not finished, you're
rushing too fast."
In the last couple of years, although the unsettledness and impatience
still surface, Schaap has forced himself to examine priorities. "To write
,/
It seems to me that the word to savor is
accuracy. Only an accurate writer has integrity..
fUll time now would mean giving up many things that are important to
me." Some writers have done that, says qchaap, but he is not willing to
risk his family's well-being and his commitment to church and
community.
As it is, he manages to squeeze in a few hours here and there after- i
noons or Saturdays and looks forward to summers for time to write. "I
once thought that if I could see a book on my shelf with my name on the
cover it would be the greatest thing that could happen to me. That has
happened several times now and I'm no different than I was before. My
life and priorities are still basically the same."
Especially at the beginning, much of Schaap's writing was directed to
a Christian audience. Recent stories, like "Sacrifice" and others pub.
Iished in literary journals are geared to a more general audience. What
does 'Christian fiction,' whether addressed to Christians or not, mean for
Schaap? In an article, "A Christian Writer to a Christian Audience,"
Schaap says,
The closest that I've come personally to an answerto outlining
'Christian fiction' has less to do with sensibility than integrity. If
'Christianfiction' avoidssin's ugly pits andglories insteadin golden
sunsets,then, or so it seemsto me,wearen't beingaccurateto the
humancondition.AsLarryWoiwodehassaid,nooneknowsthe reality
of sin better than theChristian.Who,then,can,andshould,revealit
more accurately?
It seemsto methat thewordto savoris accuracy. Only anaccurate
writer hasintegrity.Fiction livesor dies, I believe,noton themorality
of its themes,its wholesomelanguage,or its characters'regenerate
personalities,but insteadonly on the basisof its accuracy.
Over the past years Schaap has written "all sorts of things for all sorts
of people." Besides Sign of a Promise and Home Free, he has
written CRC Family Portrait, a
series of profiles of people in the
Christian Reformed Church. This
summer Intermission, a book of
meditations for teenagers came off
the press. Soon Dordt Press will
publish Thirty-Five and Counting, a _'
group of essays and stories written
over the last number of years.
Several stories have been pub-
lished in a variety of different
magazines or literary journals and
Schaap is stili hoping to havea col- _
lection of stories selected for the
University of Illinois Short Fiction _
Series, an honor of some distinc-
tion.
Schaap continues to teach and
write, trying to keep the two in
balance, and..putting considerable
energy intoboth. Maybe one day
he will be the spark that sets off
another Christian writer.
Prot.llor SChup II an Intereltlng and "''''''ndlng teacher, say hll Itud.ntl.
On Schaap's book·llned shelves, there are now several volumes bearing his name.
Sally Jongsma
"5acrifice,' one of James C. Schaap's most recent stories, was
awarded the 1985Iowa Arts Council Literary Award for Fiction. The story
takes place in the Netherlands on the day the Allies liberated Holland
from Germany. The Iowa Arts Council award is indicative of the growing
recognition that Schaap is receiving as a fiction writer.
Schaap traces his life as a writer to the year he came to Dordt College.
Coming from high school as an avid athlete, he arrived on Dordt's cam-
pus relatively uninterested in anything but sports. Intending to become a
coach, he was determined to play basketball and enter the physical
education program.
English 101 changed the direction of his life. After two or three
assignments and an instructor who was enthusiastic about his writing,
he gained a new appreciation for language and literature. Very soon he
changed his major to English and lost himself in literature and fiction.
The realization that fiction could create a whole new world was an ex-
citing prospect for Schaap. The instructor's comment, "You have to try a
novel someday because you can write!" put into words something he
was already beginning to feel.
Another college experience further cemented his desire to write. In his
junior year, in the midst of the turmoil of the Vietnam years, he began to
write an issues column in the Diamond, Dordt's newspaper. "That
experience probably more than
anything else," said Schaap,
"helped me feel the power of the
pen. "
By Schaap's senior year, he
knew that if he were to be able to
write and still support himself he
would have to teach at the col.lege
level so that he could spend at
least his summers writing. "I knew
I would have to postpone any
serious writing for several years to
be able eventually to write," he
said.
He decided to teach for two
years in high school, something he
had always wanted to do, and then
go on to graduate school. By 1976,
after completing an M.A. at Arizona
State University and teaching high
school for another two years, he
came to Dordt.
"That summer was my chance!"
said Schaap. "I had three months
to write before school began in the
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our freshmen describe Dordt College
•
Dordt is the only Christian college offering an
established Ag program. I could have gone to
community colleges close to home for
Agriculture, but because those schools aren't
Christian, I chose Dordt. Now that I'm here, I
feel at home. The people of Sioux Center are
heipful, my fellow students are friendly, and I'm
having a great time. I thank the Lord for leading
me to Dordt College.
Owen De Boer
Rr'intford, Ontario
As a freshman at Dordt I am discovering daily
all that this Christian college has to offer. The
relationship in the classroom between students
and professors and the interaction between in-
dividual students is super! People brought
together from different places to study and




Admissions staff begin 1985
recruiting trips
Although the school year is just beginning
and new students are still getting accustomed
to college life, the admissions office is busy
making plans for next year's recruiting pro-
gram. This year the admissions personnel are
trying a different approach. In the past a
counselor seldom returned in the spring to an
area he had visited in the fall. This summer a
decision was made to assign the admissions
staff members certain areas for which they
would be responsible.
There are good reasons for switching to a ter-
ritorial system. Follow-up work with a student
will be improved because the admissions
counselor who first speaks with a student will
continue to be his or her contact at Dordt
through letters, phone calls, and possibly a sec-
ond visit. There is also the advantage of having
the same admissions counseior working with a
high school guidance counselor visit after visit.
In addition to visiting the schools and churches
in his territory, the admissions counselor will
also be responsible for ail other kinds of con-
tact from his territory such as phone calls, let-
ters, and campus visits from prospective
students.
The admissions staff hopes this new system
will help them better serve their constituents
making it easier for prospective students to
discover Dordt College.
JEFF PASTOOR'S FIRST SEMESTER TRIPS
September 23-27 - Eastern Iowa
October 1-8 - Alberta
October 12-23 - Midwest (Illinois, Wisconsin,
Minnesota)
October 3D-November 23 - Northwest (South
Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Oregon,
Washington, British Columbia)
November 27-December 21 - Midwest and
Northeast (Wisconsin, Iliinois,
Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey,
Vermont)
HOWARD HALL'S FIRST SEMESTER TRIPS
November 9-19 - Miclitigan
December 6-18 - Ontario
PETE HAMSTRA'S FIRST SEMESTER TRIPS
October 9-November 1 - Southwest (Colorado,
California, Arizona, New Mexico)
November 18-December 7 - Southeast
(Missouri, Tennessee, Alabama, Florida,
South Carolina)
December 14-December 19 - Central Canada
(Manitoba, Western Ontario)
I want to study at Dordt because I am Christian
Reformed and I want to learn about Reformed
doctrine. Here I may come to prepare myself for
the ministry of the gospel so that I may bring
the love of God to the people of my country
once I graduate. I plan to become a nurse some-
day. After I have been at Dordt for two weeks, I
think I have to say that Dordt is now my life. I
enjoy studying here very much. Dordt's people
are very nice, very friendly, and very helpful to
me. They really make me feel at home. I am
touched by what they have done for me and,
most importantly, I want to thank God for bring-
ing me here where I have a good chance to con-
tinue growing in my Christian life.
Thu Phong Nguyen
Santa Ana, California
Choosing a college was a difficult decision.
After a lot of consideration and prayer, I chose
Dordt. I, like many students, had to move far I
away from home, and I spent much time worry-
ing about my new home. As soon as I got here I
began meeting new people and starting new
relationships-relationships that I know will
last a lifetime. God has a special plan for my life




Auditor's report shows Dordt spends greater percentage on instruction
A recent report from Dordt's
auditing firm showed that Dordt
College spends far less on ad-
ministrative expenses and far more
on instructional expenses than
other colleges.
"I'm very happy about these
figures," said President J.B. Hulst.
"This means that our focus is ex-
actly as it should be-to educate
our students."
The most encouraging statistic
showed that Dordt spends close to
47 percent of its total budget on
instruction, compared to the 37
percent average of other private in-
dependent four-year colleges with
budgets of the same size as
Dordt's. Dordt spends four percent
more than the average ten percent
on scholarships and fellowships.
Another positive result of the
survey shows that Dordt spends 14
percent on administrative ex-
penses, compared to 16 percent
for other colleges. Dordt spends
four percent less than average on
plant operation and maintenance.
Vice President for Business
Bernard De Wit attributes these
results to several factors. He says
that administrative costs have
been kept down because Dordt
does not have a separate registrar
an6 academic dean, has fewer
recruiters and student services
personnel, and has lower ad-
ministrative salaries than some
other colleges.
Because Dordt's campus is
relatively new, says De Wit, plant
operation and maintenance takes a
smaller bite out of the budget than
at other colleges. "We've also
made a real effort to keep the plant
in good order from year to year,"
says De Wit. "This means repairs
are not overdue and costly." In ad-
dition to that, Dordt has saved
some money by making the
buildings more energy efficient.
De Wit commented that instruc-
tion is a bigger expense at Dordt
than at other private colleges
because Dordt offers a broader
curriculum than other colleges
with a 1,100 enrollment. The large
amount spent on instructional ex-VOiCE, Page 4
penses includes faculty salaries
and benefits and the purchase of
many supplies for the classroom,
such as chemicals for chemistry
lab and typewriters for typing
class. According to De Wit, in-
dividual faculty saiaries are not
high, but Dordt hires a large
number of teachers to meet broad
program needs.
Although students here cover 80
percent of the total expense
budget compared to an average of
75 percent at other institutions,
tuition and fees have remained far
below average. Without these low
costs, many students could not af-
ford to attend Dordt College.
COLLEGE STUDENTS ASSISTED
THROUGH DORDT FALL DRIVE
"We are very concerned that tuition remain affordable for our Christian young people",
reports Dr. J.B. Hulst, president of Dordt College. "The success of the annual Fall Founda-
tion Drive is essential if we are to 'hold the line' on tuition costs."
During the month of
November, hundreds of con-
gregations throughout the
North American continent will
be conducting their local Fall
Foundation Drive for Dordt
College. Last year approx-
imately 7,000 individuals par-
ticipated in the Drive. Even
more of God's people will
need to support this year's ef-
fort if the goal of $275,000is
to be reached.
Students attending Dordt College pay approximately 80% of the total cost of educa-
tion. Compared to state and denominationally-financed institutions this percentage is very
high. Support through offerings, classical quotas, and the annual Fall Foundation Drive is
needed to keep the portion paid through tuition from rising even higher. (See charts below)









10 Years Ago Last Year
The percentage of Dordt's budget covered by gift support has been decreasing.
While declining enrollments and rising costs have closed many small private colleges,
Dordt has been blessed with an excellent faculty and a fine group of students. But now we
need your gift to the Fall Foundation Drive so that we will be able to meet this year's
operating expenses.
25th Anniversary Campaign comes
to successful close
Dordt's 25th Anniversary Cam-
paign surpassed its goal by over
$70,000. Begun in 1980, the pur-
pose of the $2,500,000campaign
was to raise funds for two new pro-
grams, agriculture and engineer-
ing. Today, five years later, both
programs are well established and
continue to grow.
Overthose five years, thousands
of supporters gave and pledged
$2,572,000. This money has en-
abled the college to servea greater
number of Christian young people
intending to specialize in
agriculture or engineering who
otherwise would not have been
able to attend a Christian college.
Of the money donated, $339,000
was designated for the engineer-
ing program, providing facilities
and equipment. The engineering
department is now housed in a new
wing of the natural science
building. In addition to
classrooms, seminar rooms and of-
fices, it includes an electronics in-
stru mentat ion/m ic roprocessor
laboratory, a computer facility, a
solar energy laboratory, and a
multi-purpose laboratory for the




to buy the land and build the
facilities for the Dordt Agriculture
Stewardship Center. The Steward-
ship Center, located two miles
north of Sioux Center, includes a
160-cowdairy, a market beef facili-
ty for 100 head, a 120-sow farrow-
ing operation producing breeder
stock gilts, and 250 acres of crop
land.
In the past several years major
fund-raising campaigns have
enabled Dordt College to extend
its efforts to prepare young people
for lives of Christian service into
more occupations. As ad-
ministrators, facuity, and students,
we are grateful for the support of
committed Christians who, even in
economically depressed times,
havemade this effort possible.
With gratitude to the Lord, and with a deep sense of
appreciation to God's people for their love and generos-
ity, we are pleased to announce the successful compte-
tion of the 25th Anniversary Campaign.
On behalf of the entire college community, we want to
thank all those who helped with and participated in the
campaign. God has blessed Dordt College in manyways.
A loyal and generous constituency must be included as
one of Dordt's greatest blessings.
The completion of the campaign is certainly cause for
celebration and prayerful thanksgiving to God. It is our
hope and prayer that Dordt College will be a more effec-
tive instrument for Christ's Kingdom as a result of this
project.
Lyle Gritters









out of it." -- ""Developing language skills requires practice. Students have ample opportunity to do so in the newly refurbished language lab, now
located in the basement of the Computer Learning Center.
I Language and literature division reflects on
language-their common link
David Campbell
Each year at the invitation of
Dordt's Studies Institute, a dif-
ferent group of Dordt faculty takes
two weeks out of the busy summer
to "hole up" together. They listen
to an outside lecturer guide them
in thinking about their fields. They
discuss how to approach their
work as Christians and thrash out
practical problems they haven't
had time to deal with before.
This year the languagelliterature
division, made up of the depart-
ments of communication, English,
and foreign lariguages, had their
turn to plan and participate in the
seminar.
The division chose Dr. William
Smalley who teaches linguistics at
Bethel College in Minnesota to lec-
ture to them for the first three days
of the seminar. Trained both as a
missionary and as an an-
thropologistllinguist, Smalley has
taught or done research at several
colleges and universities. He has
lectured at Wycl iffe language in-
stitutes, has served as a mis-
sionary linguist in Laos and
Vietnam, and has been an advisor
to translators of the Bible working
in several languages of Southeast
Asia, India, West Africa, and Haiti.
In the flesh, Smalley proved to
be an interesting and helpful guide
to thinking about language.At over
six feet, he towered above the
maple tables in the board room.
Though reserved, he knew how to
keep his audience focused on the
topic. He spiced his three lectures
with stories from his experiences
as a missionary and teacher. His
remarks were full of the wisdom
about language characteristic of a
man who has spent years
fascinated by the ways human be-
ings express themselves.
Smalley began his first lecture
by noting that language is to
human beings as water is to fish;
we cannot get out of it. So it's dif-
ficult to take distance from it and
study it. In that lecture he asked
"What do human beings do with
language," -and answered by ex-
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plaining three basic functions it
has. There was discussion after-
wards with lively exchanges on
whether there were not some other
important functions and how they
would be characterized.
His second lecture, like the first,
looked at language as
kaleidescopic-having a variety of
patterns, each of which gives a dif-
ferent and fascinating view of
language. In this lecture, he asked
how language is designed and ex-
plored some of the dimensions
that make it creative and flexible.
His third lecture asked why it is so
hard for Americans to learn foreign
languages.
Another purpose of the seminar










tell the others what goes on inside
it. In spite of rubbing shoulders in
division meetings and other con-
texts, teachers seldom have the
chance to see what their col-
leagues are doing in the
classroom. A communication
teacher may walk by the room
where an English teacher
gesticulates as he or she reads
from some tale of Chaucer, or
where a German teacher is
tlawlessly pronouncing an im-
possible gutteral. But beyond
these sometimes inspiring glimp-
ses, what's going on in the
classrooms of some other field is
Discover THj; NETHERLANDS
in the Spring Semester 01 1986
with the Dordt College Study Abroad Program
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often a collection of stereotypes.
So the professors devoted several
sessions to each department's
description-and sometimes
defense-of its objectives and its
practice.
During part of the seminar facul-
ty members from other divisions
visited. One who sat in on the en-
tire seminar wa philosophy pro-
fessor John Van Dyk. The division
asked him to be a discussion
"facilitator." Philosophy is
understood at Dordt as a field that
tries to see the creation from the
point of view of the whole. So Van
Dyk's job was to help pull the
discussion together. He was to
look at things from outside the
special points of view of each
department. Van Dyk asked ques-
tions, contributed observations
and, more than once, picked up a
point made by someone else, and
elaborated it, shOWinga side of it
that might not have come to light
from the specialized viewpoints in
the room. Van Dykalso met with in-
dividual departments who used
some of the time to do some of
their own projects. In the com-
munication department, for exam-
ple, he added a philosopher's
insight to discussions about a
Christian view of communication.
On the seminar's final morning,
Dordt's president, Dr. J.B. Hulst
spoke. Hulst noted in his address
that what had gone on at the
seminar would have to continue.
He suggested that the division
carry on its attempt to integrate
faith with teaching and scholar-
ship. He also urged the division
members to keep examining the
relationships among their depart-
ments and among other divisions
at Dordt. Some other schools, he
warned, had made the mistake of
compartmentalizing, and so had
lost their common commitment.
Meanwhile, as the new fall term
gets under way, the faculty who
took part in the seminar are begin-
ning to plan a meeting in January
when they will continue their
discussions for a' couple of days.
At that time, they'll pian a series of
lectures that they will give to share
what they've learned with the en-
tire college. Looking back on the
two weeks earlier in the summer,
several of the division members
said that the best thing about the
experience was the opportunity to
work hard together with fellow
faculty members, freed for the mo-
ment from other responsibilities.
As English professor HelenWestra
put it, "The mosaic of persons that
is Dordt really comes out when
you're working shoulder to
shoulder for an extended period."
David Campbell is instructor of
communication.
c....·v..
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Dordt holds first annual 10
and 25 year alumni reunions
Alumni and their families spend a summer
weekend with old classmates
Deb Maatman
Oordt alumni have com-
mented in the past that they
wished they had a chance to see
some of their old classmates
again. "Why doesn't Dordt have
class reunions?" was a question
the alumni office heard many
times. In response to this, a ques-
tionnaire was sent to students who
graduated ten years ago. As a
result of that questionnaire, this
year the Alumni Association decid-
.ed to make it possible for
classmates to reunite by planning
Reunion 85, a class reunion on :
campus for the classes of 1959,
1960and 1975.
Initially the reunion included
just the classes of 1960and 1975;
however, Dordt's first graduating
class, the class of 1959,never had
a reunion, so they were included
with the class of 1960.
Sixty alumni from the three
classes, their spouses, and
children spent the second
weekend in August on Dordt's
campus, reliving college
memories, introducing their
families to old friends, and seeing
the changes time had brought to
Dordt College. To make it easy for
alumni to attend this reunion,
costs were mihimal. Lodging for
two nights was free; meals at the
Commons were the only expense.
During registration, on Friday,
August 9, three seminars were
given: alumni could see the cam-
pus through the eyes of A.J.
Boersma, landscape architect for
most of campus; they could listen
to professor Jim Schaap ('70) read
several of his published and un-
published works; or they could
hear Quentin Van Essen ('70) ex-
plain changes in student life over
the years. These seminars were of-
fered again on Saturday.
After an indoor barbecue Friday
evening, the classes had separate
receptions in the Student Union
Building lounge and snack bar.On
display at both reception.s were
early volumes of The Signet, the
Dordt yearbook, old copies of the
Sioux Center News, old copies of
The Diamond, and many
photographs. About half of the
alumni who could not attend the
reunion sent photographs of ('75),Grand Rapids, MI. "After you
themselves and their families. In leave college, it's easy to lose
addition to that, a class book, with touch."
information about each class The classes of 1959 and 1960
member,was available. handled their reception a bit dif-
Ardene (Kraayenbrink) ferently. Diane (Duistermars) Marra
Emmelkamp ('75), Sioux Center, ('60), Sioux Center, and Jerry De
was in charge of the gathering for Stigter ('59), Sioux Center, organ-
the class of 1975.She and others : ized the displays for the class. No
from the class presented slides program was held. "We all had
from their college years, in a slide such a good time talking to each
show emceed by Mark Vander other," said Marra. "It had been a
Hart, Alton, IA. Later, members of long time since I'd seen some of
the class introduced themselves my classmates, and it was great to
and their spouses and briefly talk to them again."
described the past ten years of During the reception and other
their lives. reunion activities a babysitting and
"It was really interesting to hear recreation service was held ~or
what everyone had been doing," children of alumni. Also, spouses
said Jane (Smit) Van Wyngaarden and families of alumni could use
the SUBgame room or swim at the
local indoor pool at no expense.
On Saturday, HankVande Kraats
('75), Lethbridge, AB, won a golf
tourney held at Sandy Hollow with
the lowest alumni score.
Others signed up for a nature
hike through Oak Grove, a county
park on the Big Sioux River, 15
miles west of Sioux Center. The
Alumni a"andlng I,", reunions remlnlscad and gol reacqualnlad.
Ra•. B.J. Haan addressed alumni altha
Saturday nighl banquet,
•




will be more than just
a basketball game!
Plan now to attend week-
long activities, February
3-8. Events scheduled in-
clude a banquet, a talent
show and other on-campus
activities. Look for informa-
tion in your next Spectrum.
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Reunion weekend draws alumni- and their families
continued from page 1
group hiked through the hills and
saw the different kinds of flowers,
bushes and trees. One alumna
commented that she and her
children enjoyed the hike. "Our
. kids think of Iowaas being all corn-
fields. II's nice for them to see that
there are woods here, too."
During the afternoon, alumni
could tour Sioux Center, Dordt and
the Dordt Agriculture Stewardship
Center, attend another seminar or
swim in the Sioux Center indoor
pool.
The banquet Saturday evening
concluded Reunion85. Dordt presl-
dent, Dr. J.B. HUlst, led the group
in devotions and told the alumni
how they ius importanf fo Dordt,
After the meal, former Chorale and
Concert Choir members together
with Alumni Choir memberssling a
new arrangement by Dale
Grotenhuis of "Beloved, Let Us
LoveOneAnother." (The1975 Con-
cert Choir sang the original song,
written by director Grotenhuis.)
Rev.B.J. Haan,former president
of Dordt College, spoke to the
alumni about the part they played
Tn Dorer's history, past and pres-
ent.
A few former faculty members
were present. Nick Van Til, who
taught philosophy and history,
reada poem he.wrote for the occa-
sion-especially for the classes of
'59 and '60.
"Let me once again give you the
compliment you well deserve.
For having had what I'd call the
academic nerve
To cast your lot in quest of
knowledge
In 1955 with the Midwest Christian
Junior College."
A film compiled by R.J. Dykstra,
former college administrative
assistant, and Elmer Duistermars,
Sioux Center, concluded the even-
ing. Although the film was serious
in nature, shots of professors with
more hair and slimmer waistlines
than they now sport seemed to
amuse the alumni.
The alumni reacted positively to
the reunion, and said they looked
forward to future reunions. "It's go·
Steve Homan ('75), and Steve Oppeneer
('75), browse through photograph displays
In the SUB.
Children had 8 good time at the reunion too. Activities ranged from organized games
and 8 puppet show to swimming and moYles.
ing to be fun to come to the same
reunion in 15 years," said one 1975
alumna. "1 hope this tradition con-
tinues."
Plans are being made for
Reunion 86, for the classes of 1961
and 1976. The reunion will be held
on August 8 and 9, on Dordl's earn-
pus. If you belong to either of
those classes, you will hear more








On August 8 and 9, 1986,you are
invited to come to campus and
see former classmatesand their
families. We'll tell you more
later, but the weekend will in-
elude complete recreation and
babysitting services for your
children, free lodging, campus
tours, a reception for your class,
and lots of time to reminisce I
Look for our letter in February.
Boersma continues to' care for Dordt's grounds
Angela Struyk tile war, ana later moved to Sioux ~
If the landscaping on Oordt's., Center to teach seventh andeighth
campus were suddenly to disap- grades at the local Christian grade
pear,everyonewould notice. Every school. When hearrived the school
summer, the flower beds display was small and struggling. During
their deep reds and violets, and his first year the school built its
their vibrant yeliows and pinks. first brick building and over the
The trees and shrubbery surround- years enrollment climbed steadily.
ing the buildings are always Besides teaching, however,
smartly trimmed. The person Boersma became interested and
responsible for designing, up- involved in the school's landscap-
dating and keeping up all this ing.
loveliness on Dordt's campus is At this time Boersmalived in the
A.J. Boersma. • home of Reverend B.J. Haan who
"1wasn't a teacher (at Dordt),but wasworklnq to start Dordt College.
I havetried to teach with the types When Dordt began in 1955, Haan
of trees I've planted and the dif- asked Boersma to plant the
ferent things in nature," explains -tlowers and he has been doing it
Boersma who claims to have eversince.
planted nearly every tree on the When_Boersmaretired from the
campus. grade school in 1971, he began
Boersma was born in the working as a janitor - at Dordt,
Netherlands, but spent most of his supervising the cleaning of the
boyhood in Paterson, New Jersey, library and the student union
where "1 caught my interest in building, and taking careof flowers
nature study," he explained. He and trees during the summer.
farmed for some time and then Boersmacontinues to do this work
decided to go back to school. today, as well as tending to the
"Some people think they start col- south bayof the greenhousewhere
lege late-I started nigh school at he grows bedding plants.
the age of 25," commented During his years in SiouxCenter,
Boersma. He then went to Calvin Boersma gave out over 1000seed-
College. ling maples to grade school
Boersma taught in Pease, children, planted flower beds and
Minnesota, immediately lollowing trees in different areas in town, and
SPECTRUM, Page 8 set up over 500 Eastern Blue Bird
During the alumni reunion, A.J. Boersma led alumni on 8 tour of campus, pointing out
old familiar landmarks as well as new buildings and landscaping.
boxes in different places in the
country. "I've always been in-
terested in botany and
ornithology," explains Boersma.
"I've been with Dordt as long as
it has existed. I enjoy seeing the
growth," Boersma stated. He also
enjoys working with young people
who help him in his job at Dordt. "1
think when it comes to students,
Dordt gets the cream of the crop!"
he exclaimed. Boersma, who has
attended a variety of colleges for
summer courses over the years,
feels he has some basis on which
to evaluate students. "Dordt Col-















Students in Katie Haan's ("65)
fifth grade classes at Sioux Center
Christian School will soon benefit
from their teacher's recent ex-
perience as a volunteer teacher in
Liberia. Not only did Katie come
back with clothing and artifacts
that she plans to use in a short unit
on Liberia, she also returned ex-
cited by a cultural experience that
will affect the way she lives, feels,
and teaches.
Katie has been teaching ever
since she graduated from Dordt
twenty years ago. After brief
stretches in Edmonton, Alberta,
Sioux Center, Iowa, and
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, she
returned to Sioux Center in 1973.
Since then she has been teaching
fourth and fifth grades at Sioux
Center Christian.
As many of her present and
former students will testify, Katie
is an energetic and creative
teacher. Her interest in geography
and social studies, coupled with a
love of traveling, has given her a
wealth of information to share with
her students. "Broadening my ex-
perlence keeps me fresh and helps
me teach more effectively," says
Katie. '
Last year Katie saw an ad in the
Banner asking for a teacher
volunteer to spend one year
teaching the children of mis-
sionaries in Liberia. The opportun-
ity looked like an interesting way
to experience a different culture
and become part of a mission field
team. Having decided to go, she
approached several local churches
for support. By the end of August
she was on her way to Africa.
The idea of sending volunteer
teachers to mission fields is·-a










teacher to go to Liberia, she helped
lay the groundwork for future
volunteers.
Living in Liberia meant a change
of schedule for Katie. Because of
its geographic location, days were
nearly the same length all year and
temperatures changed little from
one season to the next. On a
typical day Katie woke up at 6:00,
in the dark, to prepare for her day
of teaching. By 7:00 she was ready
to climb the stairs to the
schoolrooms on the second floor
of her house.
At 7:30, five of her students, a
third, fourth, sixth, eighth, and
ninth grader, arrived to begin their
day's classes. After devotions she
handed out and explained
assignments for the day.
The three kindergarteners ar-
rived at 9:00. Katie taught them un-
til 11:30 while mothers took turns
supervising and helping the older
students. From 11:30 until 12:30
she rejoined the older children for
art, music, or physical education.
The hour between 12:30 and 1:30
was reserved for tutoring one or
two of the older students.
At 1:30, with the heat rising and
the school day behind her, Katie
walked up the hill to join a mis-
sionary family for the noon meal.
That hour and a half of fellowship
and friendship became an impor-
tant part of her day.
By 4:00, after allowing herself
another hour for marketing or chat-
ting with her neighbors, Katie
began preparing for the next day's
classes. Since there was no "cur-
rent" in the schoolrooms, prepara-
tions had to be completed before
dark which set in by 6:30.
"It seemed so strange," said
Katie. "At home when it is warm
out, it stays light late. To have
After 8 stimulating year In Liberia, Katie is glad to be back home In Sioux Center.
went to bed early most evenings."
During her year-lone stay in
Liberia, Katie lived in Buchanan, a
town of about 5000 people-the
same size as her hometown of
Sioux-Center. Unlike her American
hometown however, houses were
not spread out in a grid over the
whole town. Rather they were
grouped in small clusters which
created little communities con-
nected by winding dirt roads.Walk-
ing through town one went from
one small neighborhood to
another.
Although most of her shopping
could be done in a store com-
parable to our grocery stores,
shopping at the open market was
an interesting and enjoyable alter-
native. Long rows of brightly-
colored booths crammed with
everything from fruits and
vegetables to shoes, clothing, and
handcrafts, spread over a large
area. "Wandering around the
market brought me closest to the
daily life of the nationals," said
Katie. lt quickly became a favorite
pastime to explore the variety of
items for sale, barter with the
Katie demonstrates to her fifth grade class at Sioux Center Christian School how African women put on a headdress.
s,
"
the past most missionary children
have been taught either by their
parents or sent to boarding
schools several hours away. For
many young missionary parents
neither of these are desirable op-
tions. Bringing in volunteer
teachers such as Katie for one year
at a time seems to be a good solu-







darkness come by 6:30 when it was
hot outside seemed all wrong."
Evenings were spent quietly in her
house-which did have "current"
-reading or writing letters. "The
evenings were the biggest adjust-
ment," said Katie. "At home there
are so many things to do and
places to go at night. I did feel
lonely some of those times and
sellers, and watch the people mill
: through the winding aisles.
Traveling from one place to
another within town was done on
foot. For an occasional trip to
Monrovia, the capital and nearest
large city, Katie had to rely on mis-
sionary families or local taxis. For
the latter however, her plans had to
be flexible. A taxi left Buchanan
only wRen it was full. Sometimes a
traveler had to wait several hours
for departure. Katie once arrived to
find the compact car waiting with
three adults in the front and three
adults and three children in the
back.With her arrival, the car could
finally leave.
Probably one of the most
rewarding aspects of Katie's stay
was her participation in a women's
Bible study group. The group,
made up of missionary and
Liberian women, was a unique op-
portunity to bridge cultural barriers
and experience the international
community of believers.
In addition, the conversations
helped Katie appreciate and
understand the struggles and joys
of her Liberian sisters. Within the
warmth and trust of the group,
mothers shared the difficulties
they were facing in their family and
individual lives. Many families are
caught somewhere between tradi-
tional tribal customs and western-
ized aspirations. In families whose
children have been educated, the
education received is usually ir-
relevant to their village lifestyle
and so causes discontent and un-
willlnqness to return to traditional
fam i Iy farm i ng to su pport
themselves. With a shortage of
other job possibilities, these
young people are left with little to
do.
Katie's year in Liberia will stay
with her for some time. One thing
that strikes her after returning
home is our worry about material
things. "In America we are
sometimes so caught up with
material things, we think we can't
be successful or happy without
them," said Katie. "We need more
and more gadgets in our homes
and visuals in our schools."
Although "things" are blessings,
Katie feels we have to be more
reflective about our use of them
and more concerned with the truly
important things. As a teacher, she
means to be even more concerned
about relationships and interaction
between herself and her students.





Rev. David L and Marian (Walhof) 8mlt ('70, ex '72), Jennifer Lenae, December 15, 1984, joins Jane. 10,
Jeff, 8, and Joel, 5. Dave is pastor at Faith CAe in Sioux center and Marian stays busy as a wife and
mother.
Bryce and Kathie (Beezhold) Bandstl1ll ('73, '72), Danelle Elizabeth, October 15, 1984, joins Adele, 10,
and Michelle, 9. Bryce has left the teaching profession to pursue a degree in horticulture, and is
employed as a landscape gardener on a private estate. The Bandstras live in South Holland, IL
Jeff and Phyllis (Coeting, '73) Hagen, Derek Jeffry, February 11, 1985. The. Hagens live in Vinton, lA,
where Jeff is vice president of Brenton Bank and Phyllis teaches at a Christian preschool and is a
homemaker.
.Doug and Mary (Felkema, '73) VanderWoude, Benjamin Ross, April 27, 1985, joins Brian, 2. Mary enjoys
being a homemaker and doing some substitute teaching. Doug is a tcrernan and saw filer for a lumber
mill near Lynden, WA.
John and Wlnetle (De Stlgter. '74) McEwen, Tara Kytene, January 13, 1985, joins Cody, 7, and Carmen,
4. The McEwens live in Smithers, Be.
H.r1.~ and DonM (1m Veld) De Vries ('74, '77), Lisa Jean, April 16, 1985, Joins Brian, 7, and Mark, 4.
Harlan teaches Junior high science at the Sioux Center Christian School and Donna is employed at Dordt
College as coordinator of scholarships and grants.
Jeny and Gay (Schuiteman) Walllnga ('74, '74), Jamie Lynn, September 7,1984, joins Jill, 5, and Laurel,
3. Jerry teaches grades five and six and coaches at Borculo Christian School. Gay is tiusy at home after
teaching at Holland Christian School. The Walllngas live in Zeeland, Ml.
Bob and Ger1 (Van Dyk, '74) Van Ruler, Daniel Jon, January 4, 1985, joins Amy; 7, and Michael, 5. The
Van Rulers live in Sioux Center where Bob Is employed at the First National Bank and Gerl teaches
kindergarten part-time at Ireton Christian School.
.Dennls and Carla (Koopmans, '74) Nibbellnk, Chad Evan, March 20, 1985, joins Angle, 5, and Lori, 2.
Dennis works at 0 & L Plumbing and Heating in Orange City and Carla teaches batt-ttme remedial reading
at Sioux Center Christian School.
Michael and Cheryl (Kreykes, ex '75) Brandsen, Laura Elizabeth, January 20, 1985. Cheri Is a social
worker at Bethany Christian Services and Mike works for Klamer, Kiekover & Co., a CPA firm in Zeeland,
MI.
Duane and Sheryl (Schrotenboe.., Plantinga ('75, '75), Jennifer Nicole, May 1, 1985, joins Jeremy, 5, and
Jonathan, 2. The Plantingas now reside in Red Deer, AB, where Duane is the principal of the Red Deer
Christian School.
Leonard and Kathy (Baker, ex '75) Bangma, Michael Leonard, Aprlt 10, 1985, joins Katelyn, 2. They live
in Whitinsville, MA, where Len drives a concrete truck and Kathy is a homemaker.
Bernie and Carol (Verhoeven) Gabrielse ('75, ex '77), Matthew Edward, December 14,1984. Bernie is in
the dairy construction business and Carol Is a homemaker after five years at Inland Christian Home as
director of home services. The Gabrielse live in Chino, CA.
Gerald and Tammy (Van Ernst) Rutgers ('75, '78), Dora Janelle, March 20, 1985, joins Bert, 3, and Kendra,
2. The Rutgers live in Sheboygan, WI, where Gerald is pastor of Calvin CRC and Tammy is a homemaker.
Jerry and Melody (Olivier) De Wit ('76, '76), Elliot Joseph, May 13, 1985, joins Joel. Jerry is teaching
• math and coaching at Ontario Christian High School and Melody is teaching part-time elementary music
at Ontario Chrtstlan Elementary School.
Ross and Elaine (SChollen, '76) Mastbergen, Kelsey Elaine, November 2, 1984, joins Tiffany, 4, and
Ashley, 2. Elaine sells real estate part-time. Ross is a protective service worker for the Department of
Social Services.
William and Susan (Kempema, '76) Boknoven, Eric William, March 4, 1985, joins Nicolas, 6, and Mark, 2.
The Bokbovens live in Ames, lA, where they own a consulting engineer firm.
Daryl and Bonnie (Zylstra) Hoogeveen ('76, '78'"), Marie Lydia, January 19, 1985, joins Heather, 7,
Jennifer, 5, and Tara, 3. Daryl farms by Raymond, MN, and Bonnie Is a substitute mall carrier and
homemaker.
Jim and Sharon (Van Stedum) Burgers ('76, ex '77), Ashley Christine, April 3, 1984, arrived from India
June 23, 1985, and joined Jason, 6. The Burgers live In Brandon, SO, where Jim has a medical practice and
Sharon Is a homemaker.
Dan and Debbie Weitzel ('76), Jameson Daniel, October 24, 1984. The Weltzels live in Portland, OR,
where Dan is a district sales manager for the Gates Rubber Co.
Ralph and Gwynn (Hoogeveen, '76) Ketel, Robert Joe, and Jack Jeremy, March 28, 1984, join Sidney, 3,
and David, 1. Besides taking care of ali the boys, Gwynn gives plano and organ lessons and Ralph is a
dairy farmer near Picture Butte, AB.
Conley and Wanda (Van Zee, '77) Schaap, Julie Lynn, May 13, 1985, joins Brian, 3. Can works at M & H
Hardware In Edgerton, MN. Wanda is a homemaker.
John and Beverly (Zylstra, '77) Coombs, Andrew John, June 23, 1985, joins Jennifer, 3, and Jill, 2. John
and Beverly farm near Latimer, IA. ~
Lowell and Judy (Hibma, '77) Dykstra, Jill Marie, April 17, 1985. Judy is continuing her job as soctat.ser-
vices coordinator at Handicap Village in Sheldon, and Lowell Is the deputy assessor for O'Brien County.
The Dykstras reside in Sanborn, lAo
Paul and Joyce (Haasdyk) Wiersma ('77, '77), Carla Johanna, April 13, 1985, joins Sharon, 6, and Rachel,
2. The Wiersmas live In Calgary, AB, where Paul Is a biochemist at the University of Calgary.
Ken and Lavaun (Christians, ex '77) Wind, Abigail Jennifer, April 29, 1985, joins Brandon, 6, and Kevin.
4. Ken is an architect in Laurens, lA, and Lavaun is a full-time homemaker.
Rog and linda (Koothaas, '78) Feekes, Russell Lee, February 28, 1985, joins Alison, 2. The Peekeses
live near Sioux Center, lA, where Rag farms and Linda is a full-time homemaker.
Lloyd and Vicki (Veenstra) Vander Kwaak ('78, '78), Kimberly Jee Hye, July 14, 1983, in Korea, arrived
July 22, 1985. Lloyd works at Hope Haven and the Vander Kwaaks reside in Sioux Center.
Benton and Rebecca (Nymeyer) Mulder ('79, '77), Travis Jon, May 21, 1985, joins Brandon, 4, and Sarah,
2. The Mulders moved to southern California in August.
David and Sandy (Geurkink, '79) Roth, Donald Fredrick, June 27, 1985. David is employed by Carpet
Care Service and Sandy is the school secretary at Calvin Christian Schools In Escondido, CA.
Ron and Bonnie (Bosch) De Noay ('79, '79), Marcus Michael, January 8, 1985, joins Timmy, 2. Ron is a
loan officer at the Kellogg, lA, location of the Kellogg·Sully Bank and Trust. Bonnie stays busy as a mom
and homemaker. -
Calvin and Gloria (Mejjers) Van Esk ('79, ex '79), Andrew CalVin, March 7, 1985. The Van Eeks live in
Toronto, ON, where Calvin is assessment care worker at the Addiction Research Foundation and Gloria,
having received her Master of Library Science degree from the University of Toronto, is a part-time
librarian for the Toronto Board of Education.
Dave and Darlene (Vandenacre) Bosch ('80, '79), Eva Marie, April 27, 1984. Dave received his M.S.W.
from the University of Washington, June 1985, and is now a chemical dependency counselor working
with adolescents. Darlene is a homemaker and operates a sewing~business out of their home. The
Boschs live in Helena, MT.
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Gary and Carol (Vander Werff) Hofman ('79, '78), Nicole Leigh, December 11, 1984, joins Melinda, 3.
They reside in Edgerton, MN, where Gary is employed as the fifth grade teacher in the Christian Elemen-
tary School and Carol is a fuu-ttme mother and homemaker.
Pete and Karon (Lock) Van Hartingsveldt ('79, '79), Kevin Michael and Kara Michelle, May 19, 1985, join
Daniel, 1. The Van Hartingsveldts live In Burlington, ON, where they are involved in a family furniture
business.
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Tim and Maxine (Feenstrll, 'SO") Haagsma, Melanie Kay, March 17, 1985. The Haagsmas live in Ann
Arbor, MI, where Tim Is a traffic engineer and Maxine is a homemaker.
John and KH (Evink, '80) Van Engen, Merribeth, August 14, 1985. loins Katie, 2. The Van Engens reside
In Sioux Center where John Is a salesman at De Ruyter Hardware and Kae is at home with their
daughters.
Tony and Evelyn Bytenp rae), Peter Anthony, March 23, 1985. Tony Is teaching grades five and six at
John Knox Christian School in Wyoming, ON. Evelyn will be teaching kindergarten this fall, retiring from
grade four.
C.I and Glenda Burgers ('80), Kelli Renae, December 19, 1984, joins Todd, 2. Cal teaches vo-ag at
Central Valley Christlan High SChooll" Visalia, CA. Gienda is a homemaker.
Don and JURy (Steiger) Auppertee ('81, 'SO), Derek John, February 23, 1985. Don received his DVM
degree from Ohio State University and is employed as a mixed animal practitioner In Herkimer, NY. Jeany
has retired as director of a preschool to become a futt-tlme mother.
Ken and Sue (Allen. '81) Folkerts, Tabitha Sue, February 12, 1985. Ken is a mechanic tor Rex Disposal,
and Sue Is now staying home to take care of her family.
Tom and Patty (Van Wyk) Wetselur ('81, '81), Emily Peart, February 27, 1985. The Wetselaars live in
Grand Rapids, MI.
Garret and Wendy (Bouwman, '81) Brouwer, Peter Michael, May 23, 1985. Garret Is employed at Fraser
Nurseries and Wendy is now home after teaching four years at John Knox Christian School In Burnaby,
BC.
Art and Ronda (Veenstra) Zylstra ('82, '81), Clayton Scott, April 25, 1984. Art works at Woltklll Feed &
Fertilizer In Monroe, WA, where he is the accounts payable supervisor, and Ronda works part-time at
Monroe Medical Center as a medical receptionist.
Tim and Hemice (WIerenga) Hollaar ('82, '82), Erin Michelle, May 18, 1985. The Hollaars live in
Edmonton, AS, where Tim is an accountant with Coopers & Lybrand and Bernice teaches part-time at
North Edmonton Christian School.
Vince and Diane (De Wit) Bonnema ('82, '82), Brett Vincent, April 6, 1985. Vince is principal/teacher at
Hollandale Christian School, Hollandale, MN, and Diane is a homemaker.
James and Judith (Gritter) Kielnwolterlnk ('82, '82), Jenna Leigh, April 28, 1985. Jim works for Handicap
Village as a senior cottage counselor and Judy works for Security State Bank in the trust department and
computers. The Kleinwolterinks reside in Sheldon, lAo
Dan and Kathy (Bolkema) Kuiper ('82, '83), Matthew Ryan, June 7, 1985. Dan is teaching at Valley
Christian High School. Kathy is a homemaker after teaching two years at Phoenix Christian Grade
School.
Jack and Gayle (Van Soelen, '84), Zonneveld, Jarett Dirk, March 12, 1985. Jack is a self-employed
dairyman and Gayle is a homemaker and part-time secretarylbookkeeper for their dairy. The Zonnevelds
live In Laton, CA.
Edward and Sylvia Jager ('84), Stephanie Nicole, April 26, 1985. The Jagers live in Grand Rapids, Ml,
where Edward is attending seminary and Sylvia is a homemaker.
BECOMING ONE_
Marta Branderhorst ('78) and Lori Allen, November 17, 1984. Both are working for the recreation depart-
ment of the City of Fort Dodge. Marlo also referees at basketball games for Fort Dodge and the surround.
ing area. _
Martin Bran ('72) and Mary Colljn, February 9, 1985. Their daughter, Jennifer (age 4), anticipates attend-
ing Dordt's law department in 1999. The family is busy tending home and orchard.
Colin Feikema ('79) and Darla Baker, June 27,1985. The Felkemas live near Leota, MN, where Colin is
farming and Darla Is a registered nurse at Sioux Valley Hospital In Sioux Falls, SO.
David Renes and Linda Statema ('81 *), April 12, 1985. The Renes live in Sioux Center, lA, where Linda is
a secretary in the city office and Dave is a salesman for Boonstra's Kirby In Orange City.
Tim Totkamp and Liz Siebring ('81), July 20,1985. Tim works in Millers-the Sony Store-warehouse,
and Liz is teaching grade five in the Christian School In Surrey, BC, for the fifth year.
Doug Bell and Gaye Duininck (ex '82), June 8,1985. They live in Rochester, MN, where Doug is a resi-
dent in anesthesiology at the Mayo Clinic, and Gaye is a registered nurse.
Ronald Walvoort ('82) and Lynn Gill, July 6, 1984. Ron is .employed as a bookkeeper for Escondido
Ready Mix and Lynn is employed as a clerk for an ink manufacturing plant.
Kevin Hansen and Rachel Sybesma ('83), August 2, 1985. Rachel teaches fourth grade at Community
Christian School in Fulton, IL. Kevin is a graduate of Clinton Community College and is a computer ser·
vice engineer for lntelogic Trace Inc.
Bruce De Bruin and Rochelle Molenaar ('84), January 4, 1985. Bruce is farming and Rochelle is
employed at Rolscreen Co. as a secretary.
Paul Otto and Lynn De Kruyf ('84), December 29, 1984.
Bartel Zandstra and Janice Westra ('84), August 9, 1985. Bart is employed at Zandstra Fruit Co. and Jan
is teaching at the Protestant Reformed Christian School In South Holland, IL.
ALUMNIITEMS __
Or. Betty Vreeman ('69) teaches drama at the University of Texas in Austin, TX. Previously she taught at
the University of Plltsburgh, also jn the drama department.
Peter Dys ('70) was appointed chief administrator of Shell Point Village, one of Florida's largest retire-
ment communities. Peter has served as the executive director of the Lancaster County (PA) Office of
Aging since 1974, an agency which he helped create after researching the needs of the elderly in that
area.
Gregg De Young ('72) has been named a Fulbright scholar for the coming year. Gregg, his wife Cathy
(De Jong, '72), and their three children will travel to Tunisia, Egypt, and Turkey as Gregg researches
medieval science instruction In old Arabic libraries. Gregg, who spent last December through August in
India studying manuscripts on the history of mathematics, teaches at Stonehlll College in
Massachusetts.
Gale Van Engen ('73) recently received his M.S.W. from the University of Minnesota, Duluth. He is
Director of Client Programs at Hope Haven In Rock Valley, lAo
Kathleen Mast ('76) has been teaching on Kadena Air Force Base In Japan for the last two years. In
June 1985, she received the Special Acts Award from the Department of Defense Dependents Schools in
Okinawa for the work she did helping to organize a special olympics. The games involved 70 American
and Japanese handicapped children and 400 volunteers.
Ann Telgenhof ('76) recently graduated from the U.S. Air Force communications operations specialist
course at Goodfellow Air Force Base, TX. Ann will now serve at Misawa Air Base, Okinawa, Japan with
the 6920th Electronics Security Group.
Dr. Daryl Sas, ('77) has recently accepted a position as a research fellow at the Mayo Clinic and
Foundation in Rochester, MN. Daryl will be working in the gastroenterology unit at St. Mary's Hospital in
Rochester.
Dave and Martyce (Vander Pol) Snyder ('77, '79) are living in Grand Rapids, MI, where Dave is assistant
professor of philosophy at Calvin College. Marlyce is busy at home with Rachel, 3, and Chris, 1.
Kimberly Vruwink ('79) received her M.A. in nutrition science from Columbia University, NY, in October
1984. She Is presently working on a Ph.D. in nutrition at the University of California at Davis, stUdying the
effects of nutrition on the Immune system.
Pat Kruis ('81) lives in Portland, OR, where she reports consumer news for KGW-TV.
Jake Vander "'ey ('81),received his M.B.A. from McMaster University In Hamilton, ON, in May 1983. He
wa,s awarded the D.M. Hed~en Gold Medal Award for sc~olastic achievement. Jake Is presently
employed with Touche Ross and Company in Hamilton, and teaches part-time at Redeemer College:
Doug Van Oer Aa ('82) graduated from the University of Illinois College of Law on May 19, 1985. He is
now work'ing in the tax department of Ernst and Whinny: Grand Rapids, MI.
Social sciences faculty present the results
of their year-long study of poverty
Fall Faculty Lectures look at different sides of poverty
Donald King
The Fall Faculty lecture Series,
"Poverties: A Social Science
Perspective" held on September
11 and 12, 1985 was the culmina-
tion of over a year of reflection,
discussions and research on the
subject of poverty.
Dr.Jasper lesage, assistant pro-
fessor of economics, opened the
series with a paper titled "Justice
for the Poor: The Political Prob-
lems of Poverties," in which he
described the diversity of poverty
in the U.S. and outlined the
biblically normative role for the
state in serving the poor. lesage
highlighted the similarities be-
tween the Reformed perspective
worked out by Abraham Kuyper in
19th century Holland and the
Roman Catholic position ar-
ticulated by the U.S. Catholic
Bishops in their recent pastoral let-
ter on the economy. Both conclud-
ed that on biblical grounds the
state has a responsibility to be ac-
tively involved in providing for the
needs of the poor as a matter of
public justice.
The second session focused on
"Attitudes and Values Influencing
Poverty." Professor Beryl Hugen of
the Social Work Department out-
lined five predominant social
norms influencing our views of the
poor and explained how they
shape the way society responds to
the problem of poverty. This theme
was continued by psychology pro-
fessor Dr. Paul Moes who dis-
cussed the results of a survey he
did last spring at Dordt among
students and faculty on their at-
titudes toward poverty. The even-
ing concluded with an encounter
with poverty through a moving film
entitled "Everyone, Everywhere."
Narrated by Mother Theresa, this
film pointed out that what the poor
need most, whether in India or the
most advanced nations of the
world, is their sense of dignity,
which can only come from being
wanted, cared for and loved. "To
turn our backs on the poor," said
this humble servant of Calcutta's
poor, "is to turn our backs on
Jesus Christ."
In the final session, economics
professor Edward lotterman and
social work professor Fred De
Jong addressed the topic
"Eliminating Poverty: What Would
It Take?" lotterman focused on
the problem of resource allocation
Dr. Jasper Lesage presented the first lec-
ture in the series titled "Justice for the
Poor: The Political Problems of Poverties."
at both the global and domestic
levels, and concluded that poverty
persists because the rich have
established and maintained struc-
tures which promote inequality. De
Jong focused on the problem of
poverty in Sioux County, Iowa, and
challenged the audience to "share
in their excess, engage in clear
acts of compassion, and to tully in-
tegrate the poor into the ongoing
life of your communities." Our
Christian responsibility must
begin, he concluded, with the
unmet needs of our neighbors
wherever God has placed us.
A lively period of questions
closed the evening. The college
faculty had a chance the following
week to continue the discussion in
the first Faculty Forum of the new
school year.
Work on this topic by members
of the social sciences division ac-
tually began in May 1984with a col-
lege sponsored seminar led by Dr.
James Skillen, former Dordt pro-
fessor and present Director of the
Association for Public Justice.
Each year, the college sponsors
these seminars to facilitate com-
munal Christian scholarship
among various divisions of the
faculty. Divisional work continues
throuqhout the year following the
seminar and serves as the basis for
the annual fall lecture series.






"Discipline: A Model for Reconciliation" is
the topic of the third and most recent education
workshop available through the Dordt College
Studies Institute.
Dordt professors Charles Adams and Gene
Westra conducted the workshop in late August
for teachers at Unity Christian High School in
Orange City, Iowa, and Western Christian High
School in-Hull, Iowa. Adams began the day-long
sessions by laying a biblical framework from
which Christian teachers could view discipline,
authority, and success. Westra built upon the
framework by suggesting concrete ways to con-
front in love, reason together, exercise justice
and mercy, restore for cleansing, forgive and
heal, and celebrate God's grace in the
classroom.
In addition to lectures, the workshop used
role playing simulations to demonstrate proper
and improper responses to student behavior.
Teachers were also divided into small groups to
discuss ways to use the principle of reconcilia-
tion to deal with specific discipline problems
that occur in the classroom.
Presentation of this or either of the other
workshops is available to any school or
organization upon request. For information
write to the Studies Institute, Dordt College,
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250.
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•year after working for five years in
industry, this spirit of community
is a refreshing change. "In contrast
to my work before, I now feel like
we can act in unison without argu-
ing out absolutely everything
first."
Trying to work together extends
past the walls of the engineering
bUilding too. Mathematics and
computer science play important
roles in the engineering program
and faculty members make a point
of working together. They meet
once a month to "keep themselves
on their perspectival toes" as
Adams says. Currently members
are reading and discussing a book
by Dr. Aibert Woiters titled
Creation Regained. Through these
discussions they plan to explore
ways to implement their Christian
vision further into their teaching
and curriculum .
But Iife is broader than the
sciences. Engineering students
are required to use the writing
skills learned in English class and
they are encouraged to participate
in plays such as this tall's produc-
tion of Shaw's Major Barbara in
order to come to a concrete ap-
preciation of issues that are impor-
tant to all of us as members of the
Christian community.
In still another attempt to
broaden a sense of perspective
and at the same time heighten a
sense of identity among students
and faculty, the science division is
beginning a monthly colloquium to
discuss topics or issues that relate
to the sciences and society. The
first meeting will be a presentation
by Dr. John Zwart, assistant
professor of physics, on the
"Photographic Physics." In
another session, participants will
view two films with differing views
on the issue of acid rain. The
discussions and reflections that
arise out of these meetings will be
an important step in rounding out
the curriculum.
Three classes of engineers have
graduated from Dordt's engineer-
ing program. "We're encouraged,"
said Adams, "that the jobs many
have taken and the graduate pro-
grams many are enrolled in, show
that the perspective we are
teaching is taking root."
PRO FIIIiiiiiiE.... E_n...g..fn_e_e_ri_n...g D_e...p_a..rt_rn_-e_n_t
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Joel Gross, 8 junior from Sutton, NE, uses a portable data collection system to check out a program which electronically measures
voltages.
Engineering program stresses Christian
understanding and use of technology
Sally Jongsma
An example told by Dr. Wayne
Tinga, professor of engineering, il-
lustrates what is distinctive about
the Dordt engineering department.
As their senior project this year,
several students pian to do a
feasibility study on an automatic
feedmill system for the Dordt
Agriculture Stewardship Center.
The project will provide practical
experience for the students and
may greatly benefit the farm.
However, says Tinga, the first
question the students must
answer is whether the project is an
appropriate and stewardly use of
time and resources.
Questions-like this one-
which require students to develop
a Christian perspective on
technology and to apply it to their
work are the heart of Dordt's
engineering curriculum.
"The foundation for our
engineering program," says
Charles Adams, associate pro-
fessor of engineering, "is that we
are called as God's covenant peo-
ple to bring every area of life under
the Lordship of Christ." The
engineer must be a steward of
resources, both by preserving and
caring for the creation and by un-
folding God's glory and the poten-
tial that is within creation.
Engineers are servants, says
Adams, using their particular
talents to serve the earth and their
fellow humans.
Dordt's engineering program,
which began in 1979, grew out of
the conviction that Christians
should be working in all areas of
life. Technology is changing the
character of our world. Teaching
Christian" students to understand
technology will enable them to
help shape some of these
changes.
While this perspective is
threaded into the entire cur-
riculum, it is most clearly evident
in the introductory course,
Engineering Principles, and the up-
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per level course, Technology and
Society. These courses articulate a
Christian perspective on
technology and study the applica-
tion of a Christian philosophy of
technology to particular problems.
At present, the engineering
department offers programs in
mechanical and electrical
engineering, with two faculty
members specializing in each area.
Although the department is small
compared to many large university
programs, it is not inferior, says
Tinga, who has also taught at the
University of Alberta in Edmonton,
Alberta.
In fact, there are more oppor-
tunities for learning at Dordt than
there might be in a large institution
where the classes are very large.
Students here have had the oppor-
tunity to help design laboratory
facilities for the engineering wing.
Because classes are small, each
student could participate in this
and other design projects.
The fact that Dordt is located in
a small town has given students
opportunities to work together
with the city on specific projects.
One example of a cooperative pro-
ject is the home enerqy audit. One
of the requirements of the senior
course in solar energy engineering
is that each student perform an
energy audit of a home in Sioux
Center. They determine the energy
efficiency of the home, make
recommendations for improve-
ment of efficiency to the owner,
and then make a rough estimate of
what size solar collector system
might be best used on the house.
The overall emphasis is on
stewardly use of energy sources.
Electrical engineering students
have designed an electronic re-
programmable lock for one of the
engineering labs. The project
taught them design methodology
and now provides useful security
for the lab. Since many students
need access to the lab at irregular
hours, the lock has eliminated the
need to have many keys cut and
distributed.
The facilities at Dordt include
metallurgy, computer, solar, and
electronics laboratories with their
necessary equipment. Although
Dordt students may not have the
same exposure to a high tech en-
vironment that they might have at a
large university, the ~o~t crucial
aspects of an undergraduate
program are very strong. Conscien-
tious teaching, personal interac-
tion and encouragement, and a
concrete Christian perspective are
stressed.
Another plus, according to'
Tinga, is the atmosphere and heart
direction at Dordt. In addition to
the definite Christian perspective
each of the professors brings to
his work, there is a spirit of work-
ing together. Although each has
his own, sometimes strong opin-
ions, they have meshed their ex-
pertise in a way that allows them to
work out an integrated and weli-
rounded curriculum.
For Doug DeBoer, an electrical




























senior mechanical engineering students Faye Woudst,., Evan Vande Ha.r, Kevin
Timmer, and Kevin 8mit measure the pressure drop due to bends, tees, and constric-






Engineering professors, Nolan Van Geeten, Charles Adams, Doug De Boer, Wayne Tinga.
Charles Adams came to Dordt in
1979to help begin a new four-year
engineering program. Since then
he has spent many hours develop-
ing curriculum, administering the
growing department, and teaching
courses in heat transfer, fluid
mechanics, solar energy, machine
design, and philosophy of
technology. Prior to coming to
Dordt, he taught chemistry and
physics at Eastern Christian High
School in North Haledon, New
Jersey, and worked as an analytical
engineer for Pratt and Whitney Air-
craft Division of United Aircraft
Corporation. While there he
worked as a consultant for design
groups in the specialized areas of
heat transfer and fluid flow.
Adams received an M.S. in
mechanical engineering from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Hartford, CT, and an M.A. in
science teaching from Montclair
State College, Upper Montclair,
NJ.
Wayne Tinga came to Dordt on
leavefrom the University of Alberta
in Edmonton in 1983 to start
Dordt's electrical engineering pro-
gram. Tinga, who received his B.S.
(1962),M.S. (1965),and Ph.D.(1969)
in electrical engineering from the
University of Alberta, also taught
there since 1970.
Tinga's main research interests
have been in the industrial, scien-
tific, medical, and domestic ap-
plications of microwave energy.
Since 1968,the National Research
Council of Canada has supported
his research in the field of
microwave dielectric properties,
measurement techniques, and
microwave power system design
and modeling. Tinga also has a
strong interest in microprocessor
applications and automated
laboratory measurement and in-
struction techniques.
Tinga has been a consultant to
such companies as Esso
Resources of Canada, Pillsbury
R&D Labs, Litton MicrowaveCook-
ing, Alcan, U.S. Army, General
Motors, Philip Morris Tobacco Co.,
and Atomic Energy of Canada, ltd.
In addition to lecturing widely and
publishing numerous articles,
Tinga has been an active member
of the executive board of the Inter-
national Microwave Power In-
stitute.
From the President ...
To profess a commitment to
scrtpturauy-ortented higher
education is one thing. To prac-
tice, to teach in harmony with
r.
I am pleased to be able to say
that the members of ecrot's
faculty do profess Christ and do
practice what they profess. The
Dordt College faculty is present-
ly composed of 72 full time and
16 part time members. All
acknowledge that the Bible is
the Word of God and that they
are bound in the interpretation
of the Bible by the Reformed
confessions. And in their per-
$Onal life, their families, their




Christ and therefore to profess a
commitment to scripturally-
oriented higher education is one
thing. To practice that profes-
sion is quite another matter.
Scripturally-oriented education
requires more than reference to
the Bible in an introductory lec-
ture, or citing a text from the
Bible to prove a point being
made in a lecture, It requires an
acknowledgment that "Only the
. Bible can unlock the door to a
true insight into the nature of
created reality," and that
"Ultimately, all things must be
judged in the light of its
teachings" ("The Educational
Task of Dordt College", p. 4).
Scripturally-oriented education
demands continual effort on the
part of the teaching faculty as
they seek "to develop and imple-
ment an understanding of the
entire creation in the liberating
light of the Scriptures" ("Educa-
tional Task", p. 7).
As I watch and work with the
faculty at Dordt, I believe that its
members have committed
themselves to the ongoing effort
which is required to provide
Dordt College students with an
. et: is truly oriented
to the c ptu~s. Under the
supervision of the Board of
Trustees, the faculty has set
forth a statement of purpose,
titied "The Educational Task of
Dordt College." The statement
is composed of four chapters
which outline the basis, context,
content, and implementation of
Oordl's educational task. It is
the responsibility of the faculty
to implement this statement.
This means that each and every
faculty member, department,
and division at Oordt must see
to it that all education is scrip-
turally oriented.
This does happen. I see and
hear it happening in the
teaching of individual pro-
fessors and also in the work
going on in the several depart-
ments. I see this especially in
the summer seminars being con-
ducted by the divisions.
The faculty of Oordt is divided
into six divisions-arts, natural
science, social sciences,
language and literature, educa-
tion, and perspectives. Each
summer, at' the close of the
academic year, one of the divi-
sions spends two weeks in in-
tense study and discussion,
seeking to gain more insight
into the implications of the
statement of purpose for their
particular fields of investigation.
Usually an outside resource per-
son is brought in to guide the
discussion; and members of
other departments are also in-
vited to participate. But most of
the work is done by the
members of the division
themselves.
This integrative work does not
end with the summer seminar. It
continues, of course, in faculty
studies and in classroom
teaching. Further, following the
two week seminars, each divi-
sion is expected to conduct a
mini-seminar, present a series of
campus-wide lectures, and write
a number of articles for the
faculty journal, Pro Rege.
As the president of the col-
lege, I attend as many of the
seminar meetings as possible. I
find the meetirlgs fascinating.
What excites me most is watch-
ing and listening to these men
and women-all of them experts
in their fields-as they struggle
together to come to a biblical
"understanding of the structure
and workings of God's created
order" ("Educational Task", p.
9).When I leave these meetings,
I am fully aware of the fact that
we have not gained a fu II
understanding of our educa-
tional task. At the same time, I
am assured that the members of
Dordt's faculty do believe that
"true meaning and coherence
remain inaccessible without the
light of the Bible, a heart com-
mitted to Christ, and the opera-
tion of the Holy Spirit" ("Educa-
tional Task", p, 5).
Dr. John B. Hulst
Nolan Van Gaalen, who also
came to Dordt in 1983,received his
M.S.at the University of Alberta as
well but specialized in chemical
engineering. Prior to coming to
Dordt, he taught at Calvin College,
Grand Rapids, MI.
Van <laalen's technical interests
are in the-'ilfeasof thermodynamics
and materials science. He current-
Iy teaches courses in ther-
modynamics, statics, dynamics,
strength of materials, metallurgy,
and engineering design graphics.
Doug De Boer, an electrical
engineer, came to Dordt in 1984
from the Hewlett Packard Com-
pany of Fort Collins, CO, where he
worked for five years as engineer.
While there, De Boer designed in-
tegrated circuits for computers. He
worked on several major projects
in designing specialized computer
chips.
DeBoer received his M.S.E.from.
the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, MI, in 1978. At Dordt he
teaches courses introducing
students to microprocessors and
digital circuits, microprocessor in-
terfacing, digital design, linear cir-







Verne Meyer returned this fall
from a two-year leave of absence
as Dr. Verne Meyer. Meyer, who
has been part of the faculty since
1977, spent the last two years on
leave of absence to compiete his
Ph.D. in Theatre at the University of
Minnesota.
The title of his dissertation is
"The Relationship Between Promi·
nent Themes in John Calvin's
Theology and Common Arguments
in the 'Puritan' Critique of English
Theatre from 1577to 1633."
Theatre historians commonly
and glibly label the critique of
Enqlish theatre between 1577and
1633 as a "Puritan" effort. This
assertion suggests that the
criticism leveled by conservative
Christians was motivated by John
Calvin's understanding of the
Christian Iife. Meyer's study
demonstrates that the popular
arguments promoted in the
"Puritan critique" reflect a
"pietistical, world-flight" rnindset
uncharacteristic of Calvin's
understanding of the nature of
God, the nature of mankind, and
the nature of mankind's call to be
busy building the Kingdom
through basic creaturely activity-
inciuding vocational activity in the
world of art.
Meyer received recognition for
his work while at the University of
Minnesota. During his first year he
was selected by the Theatre
Department for a partial tuition
grant. During his second year he
was chosen by the department as
the outstanding Ph.D. candidate,
and was nominated for the






New faculty settle in
Ken_ Cornelisse comes
to Dordt's agriculture pro-
gram with many experiences
working with animals. In
Michigan, Cornelisse raised
leader puppies for blind peo-
ple. While going to graduate
school in Florida, he resided
on a pure-bred beef farm
where he developed an ar-
tificial inseminating program.
.... He has also worked as a field
agent with the Michigan
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice, working closely with
farmers. Cornelisse has lived
on a hog farm for several
! years_
Before his job with Dordt, Cornelisse taught vocational agriculture at
Bellevue High School, which is nearGrand Rapids,Michigan. At Dordt he
will be teaching Animal Health, Animal Evaluation, and Enterprise
Management. Two of these classes require laboratory work at the
Stewardship Center.
Cornelisse received his M.S. in animal nutrition from the University of
Florida in 1978.He is looking forward to the challenges that accompany
teaching in college rather than high school and looks forward to working
with older students.
Although not a graduate of Dordt, Cornelisse has visited Sioux Center
before, and learned about Dordt's agriculture program from Dordt
graduates he knew in Grand Rapids.
Angell Slruyk
Ron Vos ('70) is the new manager of the Dordt College Agriculture
Stewardship Center. He is also team teaching the Senior Seminar and an
Animal Production and Management course with Duane Bajema.
Previously a junior high school teacher in Pella, Iowa, Vos farmed more
as a hobby than an occupation.
Stewardly use of
resources is an em-
phasis Vos intends to
stress in his teaching.
It is also a rule that he
and his family care-
fully observe. The Vos
house will be heated
with wood, and a solar
unit will soon be
added as well. Vos
believes these uses of
resources tie in well
with farming. He and
his family are living on
an acreagewhere they
plan to turn some of




the land less susceptl-
ble to erosion and
would pay better in
the long run. Vos
hopes to see the Dordt farm become increasingly involved in alternate
cropping. He would like to consider adding sheep to the livestock at
Dordt's farm.
Dordt College isnot a new place for Vos who graduated from here in
1970. Current faculty members, James Schaap, James Mahaffy, and
Quentin Van Essen,were three of his classmates, and several of his pro-
fessors still teach at Dordt. Vos graduated from Dordt with a secondary
education major in biology, and minors in chemistry and German. He
went on to receive an M.A. in environmental studies from GovernorState
University in Chicago.
Teaching at the college level will be a challenge, Vos believes, but
about the change he said, "I don't subscribe to the hierarchy level-I
can't say that junior high is less important than college, all are
important."
Marvin Wielard
comes to Dordt from
the "land of sun and
fun," in other words,
Florida. Previously a
high school math and
computer science
teacher, Wielard says
that Dordt is where he
has always hoped to
teach. Wielard grew
up near Pella, Iowa,
where his parents and
his wife's parents still
reside. Since the
Wielards wanted to be 'Il..
close to their parents, they feel Dordt is an ideal place to be.
Wielard is teaching Computer Science 101and Math 107(elementary
statistics). He is finding himself much busier than he thought he would
be, but he is enjoying teaching.
Preparing for teaching at a higher level is something Wielard has been
doing for several years. He re-
LlOYd Den Boer left behind the Canadian Rockies, mountain ceived his MA in mathematics
water, and the large city of Vancouver, British Columbia, to teach at from Louisiana State University,
Dordt College. Den Boer is teaching in the English department for and he has taken 30 hours of
Randy Vander Mey who is presently on a year's leave of absence. course work towards a master's
"It's really amazing how much there is going on here because of degree in computer science. Last
Dordt," commented Den Boer who is used to a large city with its year Wielard stepped out of
variety of art galleries and other cultural events. DenBoer'ls also en- teaching and worked at a small
joying the atmosphere which Sioux Center offers. Being able to company which developes soft-
leave one's bike out on main street without anyone taking it still ware for the life insurance and pen-
seems hard to imagine. "We've found this to be a very friendly sion plan industry. Wielard took on
place!" he said. this position because he decided
While living in British Columbia, Den Boer taught at FraserValley "it would be good to havesome ex-
Christian High School and did graduate work at Simon Fraser perience in the business world."
University. He graduated from Dordt in 1973with majors in English Wielard lived in Miami for a total
and philosophy. He then studied in the comparative literature of 20 years, and says that moving
department at the University of North Carolina for a short time but to Sioux Center was a culture
later transferred his master's program to Simon Fraser, where he shock. "We can't quite get used to
also began work on his doctorate. not locking the house or the
Although his last job was teaching in high school, Den Boer feels car-in Miami you worry even if the
comfortable teaching at the college level. He has been a teaching house is locked." Wielard loves the
assistant at Simon Fraser University and feels he hasalready made Iowa scenery, but is not quite sure
the adjustment to college level teaching. He especially enjoys about the weather. "We don't even
teaching at the college level because "the things In my field that in- own a warm coat!" he exclaimed.
terest me most are taught at this level," Den Boer commented.
Dennis De Jong an-
ticipates that his new job in
Dordt's expanding computer
science department will be a
challenge. "I think I'm going
to enjoy it," commented De
Jong, a former high school
teacher from Edgerton, Min-
nesota. "In high school there
are many things going on not
related to teaching," things
like collecting tickets
at ball games, De Jong
related. "I'd like to get away
from that and concentrate on
teaching."
De Jong will be teaching ..
several computer science courses, and a course in computer
mathematics. He graduated in 1967 from Dordt with an A.B. in
mathematics. Since then he has received his M.S. in mathematics from
Colorado State,University, and studied computer science at Moorhead
and Mankato State Universities in Minnesota.
Because of this summer's computer center addition, De Jong could
not move into his office until classes were nearly underway. In spite of
the few days of disorder, it didn't take him long to settle in and absorb
himself in the daily round of teaching.
De Jong is excited about the new facilities in which he will work to
help others learn more about computers. In Edgerton, a town of 1125,
DeJong was considered the resident expert on computers. "I hadmany
calls that started out like, 'I'm thinking of buying a computer, what do










































Three sports dominate the fall
athletic schedule at Dordt.
Women's volleyball, a traditional
favorite, is off to a strong start At
the time of this writing the team
has won their first two games and
coach Mary Schutten feels confi-
dent that the season will be a good
one for the team. "We have a hit-
ting team with many ex-cellent
spikers," she said. With eight
players who returned from last
year, the team can spend less time
on basics and more on new offen-
sive strategies. "People can look
for us to do complicated things on
offense, making us exciting to
watch this year," said Schutten.
,The golf team has had only a
couple of meets yet, but Coach
Abe Bos sees a lot of strength and
potentiaL in this year's team. Three
players are doing especially well.
Mark Visser, a junior from Orange
City, has placed first or second for
Dordt for the past two years. Bryan
Kooi, a junior from Sioux Center,
shot a 78 at one meet, the lowest






Shelley Vander Berg practices her serve.
tion. Rick Altena, a freshman from
Sioux Center, was one of the
leading golfers at Unity Christian
Hlqh School and promises to be a
valuable addition to the team.
This year's soccer team is a very
young one, but looks very promis-
ing according to Coach Quentin
Van Essen. Only six of the 20 team
members are juniors or seniors,
but with good speed and good
potential on the bench, the team is
really coming together, according
to Van Essen. Led by veteran co-
captains, Darryl De Ruyter and Karl
Kaemingk, the team hopes to be
able to repeat last year's perfor-
mance and win the district cham-
pionship.
Donna De Ruyter named
1985Academic All-American,
Donna, De Ruyter, a senior from
Rock Valley, Iowa, was one of 15
women's softball players named
1985 Academic All-American by
the National Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics, the NAIA. The
association of nearly 500 small col-
leges gives the awards annually.
To be considered, an athlete must
be nominated by her coach and
must submit letters of recommen-
dation from two academic pro-
fessors, a transcript of her grades,
and her athletic statistics. Selec-
tion is also based on leadership
abilities and personal character.
De Ruyter, who is also an ex-
cellent volleyball player, well
deserves the award, according to
her coaches.
Henry Duitman and his trumpet came to be Dordt's band conductor
and resident free-lance trumpet player. Duitman has been playing the
trumpet for 23 years, and it has become a very big part of his life.
Duitman comes from Bradenton, Florida, where he taught instrumen-
tal music at Bradenton Christian School. He regularly played trumpet for
various festive services at different Florida churches, gave trumpet
lessons, and taught music theory at a local junior college.
Although he has been at Dordt for only a very short time, Duitman is
"overwhelmed by the quality and commitment of students." His goal for
this first year of college teaching is "survival-getting through,"
although his long-range goal is "making an outstanding school that turns
out top quality instrumental music."
At Dordt, Duitman is
conducting the band,
teaching several
m usic ed ucat l.o n
classes and teaching
several of the Arts 200




life in Sioux Center
and says that his wife
and two daughters,
who have never lived
outside of Florida, are r
eagerly anticipating
their first white winter.
Organ students study
European organs
Early this summer Dr. Joan
Ringerwole, professor of music,
and organist Christian Teeuwsen
('80) led the second Dordt College
Summer Organ Tour. Six students,
three from The King's College in
Edmonton, Alberta, and three from
Dordt College spent three weeks in
the Netherlands, France" and
Germany playing and listening to
many different organs. Among the
22 played were the great organ of
st. Bavokerk Haarlem, the 1414
organ of Oosthuizen in north-
western Holland, and the
Martinikerk in Groningen. They
also attended a recital by Willem
Hendrik Zwart in Kampen.
The tour, which earned each of
the six students three hours of
credit, was a very valuable educa-
tional experience, according to
Ringerwole. The group not only
received a new appreciation for
historic organs, but were also able
to play a variety of well-known
musical pieces on the organs of
•• ~ 1·








a newsletter with stories
and information about
the Agriculture Steward-
ship Center and the
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"It kind of fell into my lap," is
how Dorenda Van Gaalen de-
scribed getting the job teaching
reading courses at Dordt this year.
Van Gaalen had been teaching the WI
federal Chapter One remedial
reading program and grade three at
the Rock Valley Christian School,
Rock Valley, Iowa, when she was
told about the position for reading
teacher at Dordt.
As a 1979 graduat~.o1;.Qordt, Van
Gaalen is alreaaY' tamltlar with
many of her' colleagues', some of
• .,(-0'
whom were her pfqfe~~ors. Her
marriage this summer 'to Nolan
Van Gaalen, an instructor in
engineering at Dordt, gave her another link to the faculty.
Van Gaalen finds teaching about the subject of reading rather than
teaching reading to be a challenge, but not a frustrating one. Her years of
experience helping children learn to read are an invaluable background
and basis for teaching teachers.
Van Gaalen received her M.Ed. with a language arts/reading emphasis
from Washington State University. She has been going to school, most of
her summers since leaving Dordt Teaching on the college level helps
continue her education, as she teaches others. The reading she must do
of current articles and publications helps her keep up with trends and
issues in the field of education, something there wasn't always time for
before.
the period in which the composi--
tions were written.
Because the class was small
each person had an opportunity to
play all of the organs the, group
visited. The schedule was set up
so that they would see and hear no
more than two organs each day.
Such a plan allowed them to learn
more about each instrument and
gave time for lectures by organists,
organ builders, Ringerwole, and
Teeuwsen. It also helped them
keep the unique sounds of each
organ separate from the others.
Because several of the organs in
the Netherlands were built to ac-
company psalms, the group would
often sing as one person played.
More than once, said Rlngerwole, a
church' koster (custodian) stood in
the shadots with tears in his eyes
at seeing a,group of young people
singing"old familiar psalms and
gettin~$\.Jch enjoyment from hear-
ing a htstorlc organ.
Mini-am phitheater
built in memory of
Dr. Peter Van Beek
In memory of Dr. Peter Van Beek,
a mlnl-arnphltheater has been con-
structed south of the student
union building. The area will be
used for bonfires, student hymn
sings, and other outdoor group
meetings.
Van Beek was a member of the
first faculty of Dordt College and
taught German here until he
retired. He and his wife were long-
time residents of Sioux Center and
supporters of Dordt College. The













The professional involvements of Dordt
faculty members outside of the classroom
reveal Dordt's commitment to provide
educational leadership in the Christian
community as well as among its own
students. By sharing these activities, we
hope to provide fellow Christians with fur-
ther resources, ideas, and encouragement
8S they work to be of service in Christ's
Kingdom.
Karen DeMol, associate professor of
music, recently completed the comprehen-
sive exams for her doctoral thesis in music
theory at Northwestern University in
Evanston, Illinois.
Dr. John Zwart, assistant professor of
physics, published an article, "Low
Temperature Resistivity and Susceptibility
Measurements on Pd and Pd-Fe Alloys" in
the Journal of Physics F: Metal Physics.
This summer Zwart, with funds from a Title
III grant, wrote a new lab manual for the in-
troductory physics course.
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt Col-
lege, is sent to you as alumni and frierids
of Christian Higher Education. The Voice
is published in October, December,
March, and June to share information
about the programs, activities and needs
01 the college.
Send address corrections and COl·
respondence to: VOICE, Dordt College,







Vice President for Development
Publications Council
Abraham Bos, David Campbell,
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In addition to teaching at AuSable
Institute of Environmental Studies, Dr. Del
Vander Zee, professor of biology, and two
student assistants spent eight weeks this
summer continuing work on a laboratory
research project funded by a Research Cor-
poration Cottrell College Science grant.
They studied chloroplast development in
rice-grass seedlings.
Dr. Helen Westra, associate professor of
English, and Donald King, assistant pro-
fessor of political science, were selected
participants at a one week
seminar/workshop on "Christianity and
Women's Studies" at Azusa Pacific Univer-
sity in Los Angeles, California. The seminar
was sponsored by the Christian College
Coalition and was partially funded by the
McClelland Foundation.
Edward Lotte rman, instructor in
economics, spoke at a Christian Reformed
World Relief Committee conference on
"Hunger in Africa." His topic was World
Food Production and World Hunger. The
conference was part of CRWRC's hunger
education program.
John Hofland, assistant professor of
theatre arts, attended the American Theatre
Association convention in Toronto, Ontario,
where he presented a paper, "Relating
Right Brain Research to the Design Pro-
cess."
Dr. Calvin Jongsma, associate professor
of mathematics, recently had an article
published in the AACS Academic Papers
Series. The article was titled "Christianity
and Mathematics: An Analysis of Differing
Approaches to their Interrelationship."
Quentin Van Essen, coordinator of
counseling services, has been selected to
serve on the executive comrnlttee of the
Iowa Student Personnel Association as
Coordinator of Professional Development.
The Association is a state-wide organiza-
tion of student affairs personnel from all
private and public colleges and universities.
Dr. Dallas Apol, professor of German and
Spanish, received an M.A. in Hispanic
Language and Culture from the Instituto
Romanicas. Apol, who is also director of the
Dordt College in Mexico Program, accom-
panied 14 participants from Dordt and other
$ 2" 2'
colleges for three weeks of study in
Durango, Mexico.
Dr. John Zinkand, professor of Greek and
theology, contributed material for the
recently published NIV Study Bible. Zinkand
has also served on the translation commit.
tee for the NIV Bible.
Dr. Joan Ringerwole, professor of music,
served as conference organist for the
Conference on Worship and liturgy held at
Calvin Seminary on August 6-8.
Henry Duitman, newly appointed band
director and instructor in music, attended a
Conducting Symposium at Ohio State
University whose participants included
directors from some of the finest college
bands in the country.
Dale Grotenhuis, professor of music,
along with the Pacific Northwest Dordt
Alumni Choir presented selections from the
proposed new Psalter Hymnal to seven CRC
churches in the Pacific Northwest.
Dr. John Van Dyk, professor of
philosophy, spoke on the topic "Heresy and
Toleration in the Christian Reformed
Church" at a conference on "Orthodoxy and
Orthopraxis" held at. Redeemer College,
Hamilton, Ontario, in (ate May. On July 30
he delivered a keynote address at the CSI
Convention in Victoria, British Columbia, on
the theme "Christian Education: Of Heart
and Mind." On August 23 he conducted a
workshop for the board and faculty of
Western Christian High School, Hull, Iowa,
on his CSI publication, The Beginning of
Wisdom: The Nature and Task of the Chris-
tian School. In June Van Dyk devoted
several weeks to research in late medieval
manuscripts at the Vatican Film Library, St.
Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri.
Dr. Russell Maatman, professor of
chemistry, recently completed a book
Chemistry: A Gift of God. Presenting a
systematic approach to a Christian view of
chemistry, the manual is meant as a
companion to chemistry textbooks.
Maatman presented a paper based on the
book at a joint conference of the American
Scientific Affiliation and Research Sclen-
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